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Child Development 14th Edition
John Santrock
"Thorough. Accurate. Reliable. Engaging. These are just
a few of the words used by adopters and reviewers of
John Santrock's Child Development. A new Connections
theme shows how it all fits together in the the most
accurate and up-to-date topically-organized text in the
field. Used by hundreds of thousands of students over
twelve editions, Santrock's proven learning system
provides a clear roadmap to content mastery. The fully
revised thirteenth edition continues with Santrock's
highly contemporary tone and focus, featuring over 1,000
new citations"-There are times when what a youngster does or says is
absolutely baffling to mom or dad. How can 15-year-old
Sarah spend hours prepping her hair and not give one
second to cleaning her room? Likewise, what's wrong
with 10-year-old Mark who knows he shouldn't bully his
little brother but does so anyway? Certainly parents want
answers, and no one is surprised when a parent falls
back on interrogating a child or teen with repeated
“Why?” or “What were you thinking?”
questions.Unfortunately, searching for the reasons
children behave as they do by asking the ubiquitous
“Why?” is ultimately unsuccessful and, frankly,
irrelevant. “I don't know,” “Because,” or “I wasn't
thinking,” is the usual child response, resulting in
frustrated parents and youngsters who feel
embarrassed, stupid or annoyed.Drs. Charles C. Larson
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and John B. Dockstader, each with more than thirty
years of experience working with parents and
youngsters, advise parents to step back from situations
such as those described and offer, instead, techniques
for evaluating and solving family problems without
needing to know “Why?”. The authors counsel parents
how to determine if a problem exists, who owns the
problem and who is best equipped to solve it. Numerous
real-life examples are presented to illustrate the problemsolving process and solutions.In Parenting Without Guilt,
parents learn not only to solve family problems, but also
why the challenges parents and youngsters face today
are more demanding than ever before. In addition,
parents are guided through each stage of child
development, from birth to young adulthood, with
attention to typical problems any parent may anticipate.
Resources that parents can use to help them resolve
family discords are discussed, to include working with
educators, clergy, pediatricians, private practitioners and
others.With compassion, humor and wisdom gained
through practical experience, Drs. Larson and
Dockstader offer information and advice that provides
any parent with the skills to raise successful children
without guilt, anxiety or distress.
For many parents, curling up with a book for a bedtime
story with their kid is a daily ritual. For others, it is the
perfect time to spend time with their children after a busy
day, and for some, it is something they should do but are
not entirely sure why. Discover these benefits of bedtime
stories for kids. Sharpen their brains Research shows
that one of the greatest benefit of interacting with
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children, including reading to them stories, is that
children learn a great deal of things- from improved logic
skills to lowering their stress levels. Bedtime stories
rewire the brain of a child and quicken their mastery of
language. Their vocabulary repertoire is expanded and
their listening and oral communication skills
enhanced.bedtime stories for kids Enhance creativity
and Stimulate imagination If you are a good storyteller,
then you should teleport your kid to a different realmfrom reality to fantasy for the child to learn the difference
between these two. This will enhance and stimulate his
imagination.children's books kindle Emotion
development The kid will learn to experience different
emotions while empathizing with the characters of the
story. The common emotions of sadness, happiness and
anger may be encountered and he will learn to control
these in real life.bedtime story for kids
Connect with Lifespan Development and connect with
success Informed and driven by research. At McGrawHill, we have spent thousands of hours with you and your
students, working to understand the key needs and
concerns you face in Human Development courses. The
most common topics raised include managing the vast
amount of content inherent to a Lifespan course and
ensuring the dependability of the assigned material—is it
current and accurate? The result of this research is John
Santrock’s Life-Span Development. Life-Span
Development ensures students complete and
understand the assigned material in a number of ways:
Santrock’s hallmark Learning Goals pedagogy provides
a comprehensive roadmap to the text material, clearly
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pointing out the core concepts fundamental to students’
learning and performance. Our adaptive study tool,
LearnSmart, increases students’ efficiency in studying
by identifying what they know, and more importantly
what they don’t know, providing immediate remediation
for the areas in which they are struggling. At the same
time, instructors have access to powerful, visual reports
allowing them to quickly see where students’ strengths
and weaknesses lie. Connect is the only integrated
learning system that empowers students by continuously
adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they
need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is
more engaging and effective. The 14th edition continues
with the connections theme to help students better
understand the concepts among the different aspects of
life-span development. This recurring theme of
connections—Developmental Connections, Topical
Connections, Connecting Development to Life,
Connecting with Careers, and Connections through
Research—ties together concepts from across chapters
to reinforce the learning process and connects the
material to students’ everyday lives and future
aspirations. Our Milestones of Development video series
helps bring the course material to life, allowing students
to witness development as it unfolds. And of course, all
of the text material is informed by Life-Span
Development’s unique board of expert consultants—a
who’s who of developmental psychology—who make
sure the material is as accurate and up-to-date as
possible.
Connecting research and results. As a master teacher,
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John Santrock connects students to current research
and real-world application, helping students see how
developmental psychology plays a role in their own lives
and future careers. Through an integrated, personalized
digital learning program, students gain the insight they
need to study smarter and improve performance.
The Development of Children and Adolescents, by
Penny Hauser-Cram, J. Kevin Nugent, Kathleen Thies,
and John F. Travers, provides an integrated view of child
development. Presenting the most pertinent research for
each developmental stage and linking this to practical
applications in the areas of Parenting, Policy, and
Practice, this balanced approach emphasizes the
relationship between research and theory and
applications. The rich media program, including
WileyPLUS with Real Development promotes active
learning and allows for increased understanding and
comprehension of the course content. Real
Development, authored by Nicole Barnes, Ph.D.,
Montclair State University and Christine Hatchard,
Psy.D., Monmouth University, uses authentic video
showcasing real families, along with activities and
assessments that put students in the place of a
professional, to gain an understanding of key concepts.
Through the combination of text and media, students are
engaged in meaningful learning that deepens and
enriches their understanding of developmental concepts.
WileyPLUS sold separately from text.
Teachers, especially those in nursery and pre-primary
schools, know that it takes specialized learning aids to
help children learn how to identify objects, develop eyePage 5/22
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hand and fine motor coordination, improve attention
span, and learn to focus on the activity in which they are
participating. The aim of BEE CLEVER Activity Books
Keeping these important learning factors in mind, a preschool educator and counsellor has created a series of
simple and stimulating activity books. These help
develop the skills a child needs, plus contribute to the
further development of the child's 'writing readiness'.
Pallavi Dalal - the creator of BEE CLEVER Activity
Books - has spent over 25 years working with pre-school
children. She says, "There has been much thought, care,
understanding, laughter and joy that has gone into
creating these books. I can only hope that they will bring
children many 'magical moments' of learning, and
spending time with each other in a happy and relaxed
frame of mind." Two Important Factors While planning
any activity for children, two important principles of
learning are always uppermost in her mind: 1. "I see and
I remember." 2. "I do and I understand." She has
designed these books to develop differentiating and
logical thinking skills in children and evaluate their
interests in certain areas, without making them feel like
they are being 'tested'! How BEE CLEVER books are
DIFFERENT - Objects illustrated are those a child is
generally familiar with. - Instructions can be read to a
child without having to simplify them. - Illustrations are
bold and clear for the child to see and work comfortably.
- Accurate use of grammar, punctuation and spelling. Each book in the series explains the value of doing that
specific activity. - Simple 'Do's and Don'ts' create a 'winwin' situation for the child. BEE CLEVER SERIES: Page 6/22
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Colouring 1 - Colouring 2 - Join the Dots 1 - Join the
Dots 2 Matching - Mazes 1 - Mazes 2 - Numbers 1 Numbers 2 - Odd One Out - Opposites 1 - Opposites 2 Pattern & Letter Writing 1 - Pattern & Letter Writing 2 Phonics 1 - Phonics 2 - Shapes 1 - Shapes 2 - Story
Sequence - What's Different? - What's Next? - What's
Wrong? Illustrations by Pallavi Basu
Connecting Research & Results As a master teacher,
Santrock connects students to current research and real
world application. His integrated, personalized learning
program gives students the insight they need to study smarter
and improve performance. Connect with Life-Span
Development and connect with success! Informed and driven
by research. At McGraw-Hill Education, we have spent
thousands of hours with you and your students, working to
understand the key needs and concerns you face in Human
Development courses. The most common topics raised
include managing the vast amount of content inherent to this
course and ensuring the dependability of the assigned
material—is it current and accurate? The result of this
research is John Santrock’s Life-Span Development. LifeSpan Development ensures students complete and
understand the assigned material in a number of ways:
Santrock’s hallmark Learning Goals pedagogy provides a
comprehensive roadmap to the text material, clearly pointing
out the core concepts fundamental to students’ learning and
performance. Our LearnSmart Advantage adaptive study
tools increase students’ efficiency in studying by identifying
what they know, and more importantly what they don’t know,
providing immediate remediation for the areas in which they
are struggling. At the same time, instructors have access to
powerful visual reports allowing them to quickly see where
students’ strengths and weaknesses lie. Connect Lifespan
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takes your instruction and your students’ learning experience
to the next level without requiring hours of setup whether you
are teaching face-to-face, online, or in a hybrid setting. The
15th edition continues with the connections theme to help
students better understand the concepts among the different
aspects of human development. This recurring theme of
connections—Developmental Connections, Topical
Connections, Connecting Development to Life, Connecting
with Careers, and Connections through Research—ties
together concepts from across chapters to reinforce the
learning process and connects the material to students’
everyday lives and future aspirations. Our Milestones of
Development video series helps bring the course material to
life, allowing students to witness development as it unfolds.
And of course, all of the text material is informed by Life-Span
Development’s unique board of expert consultants—a who’s
who of developmental psychology—who make sure the
material is as accurate and up-to-date as possible.
Child Development 11ETata McGraw-Hill
EducationChildrenCHILDREN 14Eical Guide
Thorough. Accurate. Reliable. Engaging. These are just a few
of the words used by adopters and reviewers of John
Santrock's Child Development. The new topically-organised
fourteenth edition continues with Santrock's highly
contemporary tone and focus, featuring over 1,000 new
citations. The popular Connections theme shows students the
different aspects of children's development to help them
better understand the concepts. Used by hundreds of
thousands of students over thirteen editions, Santrock's
proven learning goals system provides a clear roadmap to
course mastery.
A clear and student friendly introduction to the field of child
development, from a psychological approach.
Inspired by his years as a clinical psychologist, first-time
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author, Dan Dylan, writes about the cycle of abuse in his
novel, "Chameleon" (ISBN 1439234140). Adults interested in
psychology, sociopathy, and the cyclical nature of child abuse
should find this novel realistic and gripping. Retired FBI
profiler John Foster, Ph.D., now a respected Chicago
psychologist, has diagnosed and treated mental disorders
throughout his career, but he finds himself seriously
challenged by the diagnostic puzzle presented by suspected
sociopath Eddie Vinson. Foster becomes snared in a lethal
game of one-up-manship and must draw on his years of
professional training and experience to anticipate Vinson's
actions as he consults with law enforcement to bring him to
justice. Foster's brief therapeutic contacts with Vinson yield a
complex clinical picture, but there is sufficient evidence to
indicate that Eddie Vinson was a victim of chronic parental
neglect and repeated sexual abuse. Thus, "Chameleon"
chronicles the evolution of a child victim to adult sociopath
whose actions and distorted views of self and society
perpetuate the cycle of abuse."Incidents of abuse grab
headlines and occur every minute of every day," Dylan said.
"Neglect and abuse have consequences that impact us all. In
the absence of treatment, some abused children can-and dobecome abusive or violent adults." With more than 35 years
of practice in clinical psychology, Dylan has witnessed the
cycle of abuse firsthand, often spanning multiple generations,
and in extreme cases, adult survivors of abuse pass on to
their children the trauma of their own victimization. Using
fiction as his medium, Dylan shares with his readers one
psychologist's perspective of child abuse and its
ramifications.
Poor Sid was getting too big for his shell, so he sets off on an
adventure in search of a new one. During this time he
discovers all of the shells are missing and in their place
remains only garbage. Stacey Marie Johnston has created a
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book that is not only heartfelt and humorous but one that
shows the effect of pollution on the environment. Follow Sid's
journey to find a new home as he runs into a few surprise's,
along with exciting and interesting encounters.
A man patiently watches a group of young girls walk home
from school, waiting for the perfect moment to take the one
child he has designated as his next victim. However, what this
predator does not know is that he, too, is being stalked. There
is someone in the shadows-a trained Citizen-who is ready to
make sure that the child under his assigned protection is
never harmed. One pedophile, one abuser, one killer at a
time; this Citizen and others like him will take a stand against
those who prey on the weak and the innocent.
More students learn from John Santrock's Adolescence than
from any other text in this field. Students and instructors rely
on the careful balance of accurate, current research and
applications to the real lives of adolescents. The fully-revised
eleventh edition includes a new chapter on health, expanded
coverage of late adolescence, and more than 1200 research
citations from the 21st century.
There are many challenges that children with Asperger's
syndrome (AS) will have to overcome to reach their highest
potential. In order to help them progress in constructive ways,
those who care for and about these children often need to
make changes too, sometimes difficult ones. Stuck provides a
roadmap for understanding and addressing the complexities
of AS, especially the presence of obsessive-compulsive
behaviors (OCBs) that so frequently complicate basic
functioning for both the child and others involved in their lives.
The more knowledge and skills that caregivers can gain about
these issues the better. Whether you are a parent, an
educator, or a healthcare professional that wants to increase
their awareness about Asperger's syndrome and obsessivecompulsive behaviors, you can benefit from the useful
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concepts and practical, action-oriented activities presented
throughout this book.
The great Russian psychologist L. S. Vygotsky has long been
recognized as a pioneer in developmental psychology. But
his theory of development has never been well understood in
the West. Mind in Society corrects much of this
misunderstanding. Carefully edited by a group of outstanding
Vygotsky scholars, the book presents a unique selection of
Vygotsky's important essays.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. Note: This is the bound
book only and does not include access to the Enhanced
Pearson eText. To order the Enhanced Pearson eText
packaged with a bound book, use ISBN 0133548635. In this
unique guide, classroom teachers, coaches, curriculum
coordinators, college students, and teacher educators get a
practical look at the foundational concepts and skills of early
mathematics, and see how to implement them in their early
childhood classrooms. Big Ideas of Early Mathematics
presents the skills educators need to organize for
mathematics teaching and learning during the early years.
For teachers of children ages three through six, the book
provides foundations for further mathematics learning and
helps facilitate long-term mathematical understanding. The
Enhanced Pearson eText features embedded video. Improve
mastery and retention with the Enhanced Pearson eText* The
Enhanced Pearson eText provides a rich, interactive learning
environment designed to improve student mastery of content.
The Enhanced Pearson eText is: Engaging. The new
interactive, multimedia learning features were developed by
the authors and other subject-matter experts to deepen and
enrich the learning experience. Convenient. Enjoy instant
online access from your computer or download the Pearson
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eText App to read on or offline on your iPad® and Android®
tablet.* Affordable. Experience the advantages of the
Enhanced Pearson eText for 40-65% less than a print bound
book. * The Enhanced eText features are only available in the
Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party
eTexts or downloads. *The Pearson eText App is available on
Google Play and in the App Store. It requires Android OS
3.1-4, a 7” or 10” tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later.
This is the story of an Irish family from Cork Ireland. It
documents how they survived in the 50's and 60's and will
take you on a roller coaster ride of every emotion, sometimes
all on the same page. Here you will read of an inspiring
mother, always encouraging her six children to laugh at life,
and believe in tomorrow. She did this inspiring while battling a
domineering old grandmother, and an alcoholic husband, as
her children drank tea from their jam jars, and read by a
candle. Its a book filled with humor, drama, and dreams that
come true, culminating in the author meeting his American
dream. It's said the book is like, Irish Stew for the Soul. You
will feel uplifted when you finish reading a book that seems to
be everyone's story.
Jimmy McFly and his friends are headed on their summer
vacation. At the airport they decide to play an epic game of
hide and go seek. While hiding in his favorite spot Jimmy gets
hit in the head making him forget everything...even his name!
Join us on this exciting adventure to see where Jimmy will
end up!
Is my child too sick to go to daycare today? When can my
child go back to daycare? What should I look for when I am
considering a daycare center for my new baby?Every parent
of a child in daycare asks these questions. Dr. Leigh
Grossman's new book, THE PARENT'S SURVIVAL GUIDE
TO DAYCARE INFECTIONS, presents the facts about
different germs and provides guidance on what to do when
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your child has been exposed to or is sick with a specific
infection. How do I choose a daycare center that uses current
infection control practices? How long does a child need to
stay home when they do have an infection? Can I prevent
infection in my child? What are the appropriate and
inappropriate uses of antibiotics? What are the best practices
for treating a specific childhood infection?Designed to be the
home reference book for parents of young children in daycare
and preschool, THE PARENT'S SURVIVAL GUIDE TO
DAYCARE INFECTIONS is a comprehensive and clear book,
with an easy-to-use format, informational quick reference
tables, and a detailed index. Providing up-to-date guidance,
the book includes contributions from 39 pediatric expert
physicians. With chapters on most of the infections that
parents of children in daycare and preschool encounter, the
authors explain what the illness is, how the infection is
spread, how the illness is diagnosed, how long it lasts and
how long the child needs to stay at home. This book is a
ready reference for the children in your life and an excellent
gift for the new parent.

"In "Children" 15e students understand ways to apply
content about child development to the real world and
improve children's lives, and to motivate students to think
deeply about their own personal journey through life and
better understand who they were as children and how
their experiences and development have influenced who
they are today"-This book is about the grief of losing a child to suicide
and the life of my son John "Grayson" Green.I can't take
full credit for writing this book. A few chapters were
written by Grayson himself. This book also includes
black and white screenshots from posts of his friends
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from Facebook with many other full color photos. A full
color version is also available.
Connecting research and results. As a master teacher
John Santrock connects students to current research
and real-world application, helping students see how
developmental psychology plays a role in their own lives
and future careers. Through an integrated, personalized
digital learning program, students gain the insight they
need to study smarter and improve performance.
"God Made This/Dieu a fait ceci" is an English/French
bilingual book for children. This is Volume 5 in the series
and this is Level 1 for infants to toddlers. The books in
this juvenile non-fiction series are intended to teach
reading in two languages; they are not "story" books.
This book includes single words and pairs of words for
the ear training of infants as well as toddlers. The
pictures help infants associate sounds with
symbols--images at first and ultimately words at the
toddler level and beyond. Toddlers will be able to repeat
words, word pairs, phrases, and brief sentences aided by
the picture cues. They will gradually be able to read the
words using the printed word as their cue. This volume
presents images of the natural world around us and are
of high interest to young children. The natural
environment, earth, sky, water features, animals, flowers,
fruits, vegetables, and a variety of types of people are
included. The book teaches that "God made this." Color
photos and illustrations were carefully selected to
captivate your child's interest. Words and sentences
were judiciously chosen and crafted to facilitate learning
for both age groups. Words are re-entered throughout
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the book to help your child feel a sense of
accomplishment. It is suggested that only one language
be read at a time. Start with the child's first or "maternal"
language for several reading sessions, then introduce
the second language. At no time should the two
languages be read during the same session. This
volume should be of interest to English speakers who
want to teach their child(ren) French as well as French
speakers who wish to teach their child(ren) English. In
addition, speakers of other languages will find the book
useful for teaching their child(ren) both French and
English. The books are ideal for day care centers,
preschools, and elementary schools that offer or wish to
include bilingual education or ESL in their educational
programs. These bilingual print books and ebooks are
suitable for the bilingual education of young people from
infant to early elementary school. These bilingual print
books and ebooks for children can play a major role in
any bilingual or ESL education program for children.
There are four levels for each topic or title making it
easier for ESL or bilingual children to progress from one
level to the next. Level 1 is for infants and toddlers and
would be primarily read by parents. Level 2 is for
toddlers and pre-schoolers and could be used by parents
for the younger children or by day care and pre-school
personnel in environments where an English/French
bilingual component is included in the program. Level 3
is for pre-schoolers through kindergarten. And level 4 is
intended for K-2. There is a full range of topics, 20
volumes in all, in the series of English/French print and
ebooks that provide a thorough preparation in
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English/French education. Offering children's print books
as well as children's ebooks provides parents,
caregivers, and teachers with a choice and flexibility of
format to meet the needs of child education. Children's
bilingual print books have the advantage of convenience
of use while children's bilingual ebooks include media
and are easier to store, making children's bilingual
education more accessible and convenient than ever
before. These are not fiction story books or picture
books. They are juvenile non-fiction bilingual print books
and ebooks that are educational in nature, scope, and
purpose. As such they meet the academic content
standards for juvenile non-fiction bilingual education. For
book examination and consideration by schools and
teachers these books may also be categorized as
juvenile non-fiction education French, juvenile non-fiction
languages French, and juvenile non-fiction
English/French. The BISAC Category is FOR018000
Foreign Language Study / Multi-Language Phrasebooks.
Children, Fourteenth Edition provides an overview of
children's development, from biological beginnings
through infancy and early childhood to adolescence. By
highlighting the connections among different aspects of
development, the text helps students to better
understand the concepts covered. With the help of
several experts in the field, John Santrock discusses
current research and real-world applications, helping
students see how developmental psychology plays a role
in their own lives and future careers. Additionally,
through an integrated, personalized digital learning
program, students gain the insight they need to study
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smarter and improve performance. The Milestones video
program shows students what developmental concepts
look like by letting them watch actual humans develop.
Students are able to track several individuals starting
from infancy and watch them achieve major
developmental milestones, both physically and
cognitively. Reaching Today's Learners Today's students
are as different in some ways from the learners of the
last generation as today's discipline of child development
is different from the field 30 years ago. Students now
learn in multiple modalities; rather than sitting down and
reading traditional printed chapters in linear fashion from
beginning to end, their work preferences tend to be more
visual and more interactive, and their reading and study
often occur in short bursts. For many students, a
traditionally formatted printed textbook is no longer
enough when they have instant, 24/7 access to news
and information from around the globe. Two features that
specifically support today's students are the adaptive
ebook (SmartBook) and the Learning Goals System. •
SmartBook helps students distinguish the concepts they
know from the concepts they don't, while pinpointing the
concepts they are about to forget. SmartBook
continuously adapts to create a truly personalized
learning path and offers students learning resources
such as videos, Concept Clips, and slides to further
reinforce difficult concepts. • The Learning Goals
Systems provides extensive learning connections
through the chapters, connecting the chapter-opening
outline, goals, mini-chapter maps, questions, and end-ofchapter summary. • Assignable within Connect, Concept
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Clips help students break down key themes and difficult
concepts in psychology. Using easy-to-understand
analogies, visual cues, and stimulating animations,
Concept Clips make psychology meaningful to everyday
life. New to This Edition Students helped inform the
revision strategy of Children. Content revisions are
informed by data collected anonymously through
McGraw-Hill's SmartBook; the data pinpoint the concepts
that give students the most difficulty. Additional changes
include the following: ? The latest research features
more than 1,200 newly added citations from 2016, 2017,
and 2018. ? This edition places further emphasis on
diversity and culture. ? Identity issues, in particular,
gender and transgender, are explored more in-depth. ?
New content highlights the increasing use of e-cigarettes
during pregnancy. ? The text now features a discussion
on how infant growth is not smooth and continuous but
rather is episodic, occurring in spurts.
NOTE: Used books, rentals, and purchases made
outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson, the access codes for the
Enhanced Pearson eText may not be included, may be
incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with
the seller before completing your purchase. This
package includes the Enhanced Pearson eText and the
bound book. In lucid and jargon-free prose, the text
explains and illustrates educational psychology's
practical relevance for teachers and learners. The new
edition continues to emphasize the applications of
research on child development, on learning and
cognition, on motivation, and on instruction and
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assessment. At the same time the text has long been
counted on for its state of the art presentation of the field
of educational psychology, and this edition continues that
tradition with new and expanded coverage of import
topics like the brain and neuroscience, the impact of
technology on the lives and learning of students, and
student diversity. The Enhanced Pearson eText features
embedded video. Improve mastery and retention with the
Enhanced Pearson eText* The Enhanced Pearson eText
provides a rich, interactive learning environment
designed to improve student mastery of content. The
Enhanced Pearson eText is: Engaging. The new
interactive, multimedia learning features were developed
by the authors and other subject-matter experts to
deepen and enrich the learning experience. Convenient.
Enjoy instant online access from your computer or
download the Pearson eText App to read on or offline on
your iPad® and Android® tablet.* Affordable. The
Enhanced Pearson eText may be purchased stand-alone
or with a loose-leaf version of the text for 40-65% less
than a print bound book. * The Enhanced eText features
are only available in the Pearson eText format. They are
not available in third-party eTexts or downloads. *The
Pearson eText App is available on Google Play and in
the App Store. It requires Android OS 3.1-4, a 7" or 10"
tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later. 0133385698 /
9780133385694 Educational Psychology: Active
Learning Edition Plus Video-Enhanced Pearson eText -Access Card Package Package consists of: 0133091074
/ 9780133091076 Educational Psychology: Active
Learning Edition 0133395707 / 9780133395709
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Educational Psychology: Active Learning Edition, VideoEnhanced Pearson eText -- Access Card From reviews
of the book: "I polled my students . . . and the vast
majority actually liked the textbook (which is rare). They
find it easy to read, interesting and engaging. . . . This
textbook's major strengths are its cognitive perspective,
its readability, and the fact that it puts into practice some
of the information-processing strategies that it teaches
as effective ways to process information. . . ." --Elizabeth
Pemberton, University of Delaware "[T]he text is written
in a . . . conversational style that invites students to
actively explore complex questions about teaching and
learning. It is well-organized, supported with visual aids,
and various learning tools, such as guidelines, reflection
activities, and cases presenting opposing viewpoints.
Most importantly, the text is informed and well supported
by contemporary scholarship in the field of educational
psychology." --Alina Reznitskaya, Montclair State
University
Children focuses on providing a systematic, integrative
approach that helps students make connections in their
learning and practice. The main goals of this text are to
connect with today’s students, connect research on
children’s development, connecting the developmental
process, and connecting development to real life.

Support whatever your kids’ interests are. This
one’s for the future designers of all time. This book
contains the present and the future of the fashion
design industry with inspirations taken from only the
world renowned designers. Your kids will definitely
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appreciate your full support in their passion when
you buy this for them. Get a copy today.
Santrock, Essentials of Life-Span Development, First
Canadian Edition is an exciting new resource that
offers essential content in a student-friendly format.
Featuring shorter chapters and interactive study
modules, Santrock 1ce covers all periods of the
human life-span chronologically from the prenatal
period through late adulthood and death. Santrock,
Essentials of Life-Span Development, First Canadian
Edition is ideal for one-semester Life-Span
Development courses at both colleges and
universities, or for any learner eager to explore the
essentials of life-span development.
As a master teacher, John Santrock connects
current research with real-world application, helping
students see how developmental psychology plays a
role in their own lives and future careers. Through an
integrated learning goals system, this
comprehensive and chronological approach to
lifespan development helps students gain the insight
they need to study smarter, stay focused, and
improve performance.
Thorough. Accurate. Reliable. Engaging. These are
just a few of the words used by adopters and
reviewers of John Santrock's Child Development. A
new Connections theme shows how it all fits
together in the most accurate and up-to-date
topically-organised text in the field. Used by
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hundreds of thousands of students over twelve
editions, Santrock's proven learning system provides
a clear roadmap to content mastery. The fully
revised thirteenth edition continues with Santrock's
highly contemporary tone and focus, featuring over
1,000 new citations.
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